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SL NO ACTIVITY NAME MEMBERS 

1 Remote controlling device 
Abdul Kalama Azad . M 

Maha Vishnu . P 

2 Awareness of social media hacking 
Gokul R. S 

Gopi Venkatesh . R 

3 Using mobile as PC accessories Pradeep . R 

4 Remote access Padma Sankar K . S 

5 Find my device Prasanth. R 

6 Animation using c + + Balajee T. K 

7 Quiz creation & web page creation using html 
Gokul . B 

Lavanya . D 

8 Game using Html & Macromedia Flash 
Walter samuvel .J 

Jameslurtin.V 

9 Microphone 
Raaghavi . S 

Madhu Kumar . K 

10 Movie maker 
MahaaVishnu . M 

Durai Raj . M 

11 Cygiin Terminal 

Ranjith M.S 

Sriram. R 

Sivasuryian. S.K 

12 Creation of Photo frame in on spot 

Gokul nandhan . D 

Krishnaji . P 

Francis Jackson Durai 

13 Digital clock Nithish . m 

 

 

 



1 .Remote controlling device 

*This device is controlled using mediator device called infrared device 

*The infrared device is operated within 8-10 meters  

*The remote controls the Ac and Dc Peripherals 

*The use of Ac and Dc in the Device  

    Dc-   3 Watts motor 

    Ac-   0 watts bulb 

*The IC’s which are used For Programming: 

   IC89552 

   IC7805 

 

2. Awareness of social media hacking 

*We should not use the all links of the social media login and we should not give our   

personal details  

*When you click the link we ask for your login id and password if you login then we can 

hack your social media accounts 

*If any spam message come please ignore it (or) Delete the spam message as soon as 

possible don’t keep it on your phone 



 

3. Using mobile as PC accessories   

*This is used by the software called “WIFI Mouse” 

*This software is used to transform your phone into Wireless mouse, keyboard & track      

pad for your computer 

*It supports in all operating system like Linux etc... 

 

 

4. Remote Access  

 *This is used by the software called “Team Viewer”  

 *This Application is used to remotely controls other devices which uses the same team 

viewer  

*In this we also can use the team Viewer in the all computers and Laptops with different 

operating systems  

 

 



5. Find My Devices 

*Find my Devices help us to locate our lost android mobile using the GPS and we can 

locate the Mobile 

*We can lock our Phone from others until we got the mobile back 

6 . Animation using c + + 

*In this Program we made an Rocket Animation using the string symbols. 

*The new line is given in the loop to move the Rocket in upwards for a short distance. 

*Then the ‘asleep’ is used to move the rocket faster by setting the values in the float. 

*Using that value in the float the rocket is moved.  

 

7 . Quiz creation & web page creation using html  

Web page creation using html: 

 *The webpage is created using notepad + +  

*The webpage contains audio, video, images etc… 

*Using notepad ++ we can create the webpage easily  

*The coding is fully declared using the tags 

Quiz creation: 

*This quiz creation is done by the vb.net 

*In this quiz we have added many controls like Radio Button, Text Box, and Timer  

*It contains 5 questions and options of 3 the timer can used for interval between the 

questions  

*After finishing all 5 question the score is automatically displayed 



 

8 .Game using Html & Macromedia Flash 

Game using Html: 

*This game was created using the HTML5 

*In the HTML5 we uses Canvas element, in the canvas element we declared the obstacle, 

object, my play area, background music and Sound  

*In this the object movies with the help of the Canvas frame tool, the frames calculates the 

score and help us to find the points scored by us  

*In this we also used gravity option for Object, the object can’t hold in one position it 

comes down to the floor  

*The object gravity is up to (-0.02 to 0.05) , when the object hits the obstacle the frame 

stop and a sound for the object hitting is used the background of the game is auto played 

Macromedia Flash: 

*Using macromedia flash we can create animation image or gif image by inserting many 

images in many frames 

*Add motion twin option to all the key frame values in the each layer where the image 

should be moved to move the image change the image to symbols 

*Change the frame rate to between (5-7) for the slower movement of the image, test the 

movie and save, then convert the flash animation image as gif using converter in the 

online 



 

9 . Microphone 

*Using this microphone we can hear the sound wave sound as Electrical signals 

*This can be used to all applications of electronic gadgets 

 

10. Movie maker 

*Using movie maker (Windows) we have created an video about the car “LAMBORGINI 

URUS” 

*In this video we showed the working of the car, technologies used in the car 

*We just also added different Background Music suitable to the video  



 

11 . Cygiin Terminal 

*The Cygiin is a application software used instead of putty software and Linux Os 

*Using this we can use Linux coding in our mobile phone and laptops without the Linux 

OS  

*This terminal does not need special software to run it  

*Runs in all OS  

 12 . Creation of Photo frame in on spot 

*Using Photoshop we have created the photo frame  

*Inserting the images in the frame using Photoshop, insert the image into the Photoshop 

frame, then the image of the inner pic  

*Adding some filters we have created the photo frame  

 

 



PRIZE WINNERS 

 

 
 

    

 


